Assessment of Fatigue in Rheumatoid Arthritis: A Psychometric Comparison of Single-item, Multi-item, and Multidimensional Measures


ABSTRACT. Objective. To compare the psychometric functioning of multidimensional disease-specific, multi-item generic, and single-item measures of fatigue in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA).

Methods. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and longitudinal item response theory (IRT) modeling were used to evaluate the measurement structure and local reliability of the Bristol RA Fatigue Multi-Dimensional Questionnaire (BRAF-MDQ), the Medical Outcomes Study Short Form-36 (SF-36) vitality scale, and the BRAF Numerical Rating Scales (BRAF-NRS) in a sample of 588 patients with RA.

Results. A 1-factor CFA model yielded a similar fit to a 5-factor model with subscale-specific dimensions, and the items from the different instruments adequately fit the IRT model, suggesting essential unidimensionality in measurement. The SF-36 vitality scale outperformed the BRAF-MDQ at lower levels of fatigue, but was less precise at moderate to higher levels of fatigue. At these levels of fatigue, the living, cognition, and emotion subscales of the BRAF-MDQ provide additional precision. The BRAF-NRS showed a limited measurement range with its highest precision centered on average levels of fatigue.

Conclusion. The different instruments appear to access a common underlying domain of fatigue severity, but differ considerably in their measurement precision along the continuum. The SF-36 vitality scale can be used to measure fatigue severity in samples with relatively mild fatigue. For samples expected to have higher levels of fatigue, the multidimensional BRAF-MDQ appears to be a better choice. The BRAF-NRS are not recommended if precise assessment is required, for instance in longitudinal settings. (First Release Jan 15 2015; J Rheumatol 2015;42:413–20; doi:10.3899/jrheum.140389)
versus generic measures, or of multiitem, multidimensional instruments versus single-item measures are unclear. Wolfe, for example, suggested that scoring different components of fatigue does not appear to offer much additional useful information and that a single-item visual analog scale (VAS) performs as well as, or better than, lengthy, multiitem instruments in terms of reliability and sensitivity to change. More recently, a series of qualitative studies have suggested that RA fatigue is a multifactorial experience that may be different from fatigue in other chronic conditions, and that RA-specific questionnaires are needed to fully and precisely identify fatigue. This has led to the development of the Bristol RA Fatigue Multidimensional Questionnaire (BRAF-MDQ) and numerical rating scales (BRAF-NRS), and a multidimensional computer adaptive test, all of which aim to evaluate several of the dimensions of fatigue that are typically experienced by patients with RA.

These new instruments are likely to have high content validity for fatigue in RA because they incorporate the different aspects of fatigue that were mentioned by patients in qualitative studies. From a psychometric perspective, however, it is unclear whether these aspects of fatigue constitute distinct dimensions or whether they are facets of a single underlying dimension of fatigue severity that could appropriately be expressed as a single score.

The objectives of our current study were to further explore the measurement structure and local reliability of a multidimensional disease-specific, a multiitem generic, and several single-item measures of fatigue commonly used in patients with RA. To evaluate whether the instruments and subscales essentially measure the same underlying trait of fatigue severity, the measurement structure of the ensemble of instruments was rigorously evaluated using confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) and item response theory (IRT) analyses. Additionally, the local measurement precision of the various instruments was further explored in the framework of IRT.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients. Baseline and 3-month followup data were selected for analysis from the first 588 patients in an ongoing study evaluating the possibility of discontinuing anti-tumor necrosis factor treatment in patients with low disease activity. Fatigue measures were included as secondary outcomes. At baseline, all patients fulfilled the 1987 American College of Rheumatology criteria for the diagnosis of RA and had a Disease Activity Score in 28 joints < 3.2 for at least the last 6 months. Measures. The BRAF-MDQ is a disease-specific, 20-item questionnaire covering domains of physical fatigue (4 items), living (7 items), cognition (5 items), and emotion (4 items). Subscale items are summed to produce scores for physical fatigue, living with fatigue, cognitive fatigue, and emotional fatigue. Additionally, a total score can be obtained by the summation of all 20 items, yielding a score between 0 and 70, with higher values reflecting greater fatigue severity. The content of the questionnaire was derived from qualitative studies in patients with RA and is therefore considered to reflect relevant aspects of RA-related fatigue. The BRAF-MDQ was found to have adequate criterion and construct validity.

The Medical Outcomes Study Short Form-36 (SF-36) health survey is a generic instrument for measuring 8 aspects of health-related quality of life and has been validated in general and disease-specific populations, including RA. Its validity scale consists of 4 items measuring energy/fatigue levels over the past week on a 5-point response scale from 1 (all of the time) to 5 (none of the time). Scores on the vitality scale items are summed and linearly transformed to range between 0 and 100, with higher scores indicating less fatigue.

The BRAF-NRS consist of 3 standardized single-item rating scales for measuring fatigue severity, effect on life, and coping ability. All 3 aspects of fatigue are measured using 0–10 NRS, with higher scores on the severity and effect scales indicating greater severity and higher scores on the coping scale reflecting less severity.

Disease activity was measured using a tender joint count of 28 joints (TJC28) and the erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR). Patient-reported pain, well-being, and disease activity were assessed using VAS ranging from 0–100 with higher scores indicating worse health.

Statistical analyses. Preceding the IRT analysis, CFA was performed to evaluate the dimensional structure of the BRAF-MDQ and SF-36 vitality scale. First, a 1-factor model was specified using weighted least squares estimation with robust standard errors, and mean and variance adjusted chi-square statistics. We compared the relative fit of the model with that of a model with 5 factors, representing the SF-36 vitality scale and the 4 subscales of the BRAF-MDQ. CFA analysis was performed with Mplus. Overall fit of the models was evaluated using commonly accepted cutoff points of the fit indices provided by Mplus.

IRT analyses were performed with the MIRT package, using the generalized partial credit model (GPCM) as the basic IRT model. The GPCM is an IRT model suitable for ordered polytomous data. The marginal maximum likelihood estimation procedure was used and the latent fatigue levels of patients were estimated using the expected value method throughout all IRT analyses. Preceding the analyses, responses on the “exhausted” and “tired” items of the SF-36 vitality scale and the “coping” item of the BRAF-NRS were reverse-coded to achieve consistent response patterns, so that higher values on the underlying IRT metric (0) reflect more severe fatigue in our current study. To obtain optimally stable estimates of the item characteristic functions, baseline and followup data were jointly modeled using a between-item, multidimensional generalization of the GPCM suitable for the analysis of longitudinal data. In this model, the different timepoints were the latent dimensions, and the dependency between-item responses at different timepoints were modeled by the correlation between the dimensions. The model allowed levels of fatigue to change over time, but the item characteristic functions were constrained to be equal over time. As a result, each item is described by 1 item characteristic function and each patient was characterized by fatigue estimates for timepoint 1 (T1) and timepoint 2 (T2). The reasonability of the assumption that the item characteristic functions were the same across timepoints was investigated by evaluating the presence of longitudinal differential item functioning (DIF). DIF occurred if item responses were dependent on background variables. In this case, DIF occurred if the item characteristic functions were significantly different at both timepoints. Presence of DIF was evaluated using Lagrange multiplier (LM) statistics proposed by Te Marvelde and Glas, and by evaluating absolute differences (effect sizes; ES) between average expected and average observed item scores for individuals at each timepoint. In previous studies, items were considered to display substantial DIF if the LM tests reached statistical significance (p < 0.05) and the effect size was at least 0.10. Subsequently, item fit of the longitudinal IRT model was assessed using LM statistics targeted at the form of the item response curves of individual items. Separate tests of item fit were performed for T1 and T2. The sample of patients was divided into 3 subgroups of high-scoring, average-scoring, and low-scoring individuals of about the same size based on their latent fatigue estimates, and observed average item scores were compared to those expected by the IRT model for each timepoint separately. Item fit was considered acceptable in case ES statistics were < 0.10 and p values ≥ 0.05. Overall, model fit was considered to be
acceptable in the case where at least 95% of items met the criteria for acceptable fit. The second step of the IRT analysis was to evaluate the presence of DIF with respect to sex and age (median split at 62 yrs). Substantial DIF was again considered present in case the LM tests reached statistical significance (p < 0.05) and the effect size was at least 0.10. Finally, the item characteristic functions of the resulting IRT model were used to construct subscale level information functions. Information functions provide information about the measurement precision or reliability of the evaluated fatigue instruments at different levels of fatigue. Information (I) is inversely proportional to the standard error (SE) of measurement at a given level of θ:

\[
SE \theta = \frac{1}{\sqrt{I(\theta)}}
\]

Construct validity was evaluated by calculating Pearson correlation coefficients between the various fatigue measures and TJC28, ESR, and VAS pain, well-being, and disease activity. We hypothesized that the strongest correlations would be observed between the fatigue measures and patient-reported outcomes, and significant but weaker correlations with both measures of disease activity.

RESULTS

Patient baseline characteristics are summarized in Table 1. A total of 588 patients were included and data of 427 of those were available at the 3-month followup. Consistent with the inclusion criteria, patients had low disease activity at baseline. Rheumatoid factor was positive and evidence for erosions was present in the majority of patients. On average, patients reported low levels of fatigue according to the SF-36 vitality scale and BRAF-MDQ subscales, and high ceiling effects were observed for the BRAF-MDQ living, cognition, and emotion subscales.

Confirmatory factor analysis. The 1-factor CFA model showed acceptable fit according to the comparative fit index (CFI 0.98) and Tucker-Lewis index (TLI 0.98), but not according to the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA 0.15). The fit of the 5-factor model was also acceptable according to the CFI (0.99) and TLI (0.99) fit indices, but not according to the RMSEA (0.09). Standardized factor loadings were generally high for the 1-factor model (>0.70), except for item 1 of the SF-36 vitality scale, which had a factor loading of 0.44 in the 1-factor model and a factor loading of 0.48 in the 5-factor model. The pattern of factor loadings for the remaining items was also highly similar between the 1- and 5-factor models, with the mean difference between standardized factor loadings being 0.04 (SD 0.01). Because model fit did not substantially improve for the 5-factor CFA model compared to the 1-factor CFA model, according to both the fit indices and the standardized factor loadings and because standardized factor loadings were all > 0.40 for the 1-factor model, we concluded that the different instruments and subscales all essentially measured a common underlying dimension of fatigue severity.

IRT analysis. As expected, the analysis of longitudinal DIF revealed that no items met the criteria for substantial longitudinal DIF (all p values > 0.05 and/or ES < 0.10), indicating that the item characteristic functions were not statistically different across timepoints. The results of the subsequent fit analysis of the longitudinal IRT model are summarized per timepoint in Table 2. Although particularly the first 2 items of the BRAF-MDQ physical subscale showed significant misfit according to the LM test at T1, the difference between average observed and average expected item scores (ES) was minor and none of the items had significant LM tests at both timepoints. Therefore, it was concluded that the total model adequately fit the data.

In the DIF analyses, again none of the items met the criteria for age-related DIF according to the LM statistics. The “mistakes” item of the BRAF-MDQ cognition subscale was the only item to show statistically significant sex bias for men according to the LM tests (LM = 12.19, p = 0.01 and LM = 6.88, p = 0.08, respectively, for timepoints 1 and 2). However, the difference between average observed and average expected scores for men was again minor (ES = 0.05). These results indicated that none of the individual items showed substantial sex- or age-related bias.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 present the information functions that indicate the measurement precision of the various subscales relative to the latent scale, as well as the distribution of the patients’ estimated levels of fatigue at baseline. Despite the low average fatigue scores for the individual subscales, a wide variety of fatigue levels were observed even at the extremes of the latent fatigue scale. The measurement precision of the BRAF-MDQ subscales and SF-36 vitality scale covered a wide range of the latent fatigue continuum (Figure 1). The SF-36 vitality scale had its highest measurement precision at low to moderate levels of fatigue, whereas the BRAF-MDQ scales differentiated

Table 1. Baseline characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
<th>% at Ceiling</th>
<th>% at Floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female sex</td>
<td>394 (67)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, yrs</td>
<td>60.2 (10.52)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAS28</td>
<td>1.87 (0.65)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosions</td>
<td>349 (59.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive RF</td>
<td>396 (67.4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAF-MDQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>10.77 (5.73)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living</td>
<td>10.46 (4.10)</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognition</td>
<td>7.17 (2.71)</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>5.36 (2.13)</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>33.76 (12.91)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAF-NRS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>3.72 (2.52)</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect</td>
<td>3.34 (2.63)</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coping</td>
<td>7.18 (2.32)</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-36</td>
<td>62.67 (18.82)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DAS28: Disease Activity Score at 28 joints; RF: rheumatoid factor; BRAF-MDQ: Bristol Rheumatoid Arthritis Fatigue Multidimensional Questionnaire; BRAF-NRS: Bristol Rheumatoid Arthritis Fatigue Numerical Rating Scales; SF-36: Medical Outcomes Study Short Form-36.
better between patients with more severe fatigue. The total measurement precision was comparatively high for the living subscale of BRAF-MDQ. This likely relates to the relatively high number of items for this subscale. In contrast, the measurement precision of the BRAF-NRS for severity and effect covered only a narrow range of fatigue, and measurement precision peaked around average observed levels of fatigue (Figure 2). The coping scale had low precision across the latent metric, reflecting a poor ability to discriminate between different levels of fatigue severity, a finding reflected in a comparatively low ability to discriminate between levels of fatigue (α = 0.20) compared to the average of the other items (mean α = 1.20).

Construct validity. The correlation of the fatigue measures with clinical and patient-reported outcomes is presented in Table 3. All fatigue measures, except NRS coping, showed a similar pattern of correlations with other measures. Low (r < 0.30) but still significant correlations were observed between all the fatigue measures and clinical measures, and moderate correlations (0.30 < r < 0.60) with other patient-reported outcomes. NRS coping was less strongly associated with all patient-reported and clinical measures, except VAS well-being.

DISCUSSION

The objective of our study was to use state-of-the-art psychometric methods to examine the measurement structure and local measurement precision of different fatigue instruments used in patients with RA. By and large, the results suggest that the BRAF-MDQ, BRAF-NRS, and SF-36 vitality scale essentially measure a common underlying concept of fatigue severity. Researchers and clinicians interested in measuring fatigue severity in samples of...
patients with RA who had mild to moderate fatigue may best use the generic, multitem SF-36 vitality scale. For samples expected to have higher levels of fatigue, we recommend the disease-specific, multidimensional BRAF-MDQ. The single-item BRAF-NRS scales appear to have a limited measurement range and are not recommended if a more precise assessment of a wide range of fatigue levels is essential, such as in intervention studies.

RA fatigue is often considered to be a multidimensional entity\(^8,11,24\). However, this is mainly based on qualitative work in which patients report on multiple aspects of their experience of fatigue\(^8,24\). Our current study used CFA-based and IRT-based methods to examine whether this multidimensionality is also reflected in the latent structure of the BRAF-MDQ and SF-36 vitality scale. The findings suggest that, from a psychometric perspective, the majority of evaluated items pertain to a common underlying dimension of fatigue severity. This was also reflected in a practically identical pattern of correlations with other measures for all evaluated instruments, except NRS coping. These results correspond closely to previous efforts where cancer-related fatigue severity was found to be essentially unidimensional\(^25\). Moreover, 2 previous studies have also found that response data from multiple fatigue instruments could be fitted to a single unidimensional IRT model\(^26,27\). One of these studies simultaneously calibrated item responses on the Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy (FACIT) Fatigue Scale, the Multidimensional Assessment of Fatigue Scale, and the SF-36 vitality scale in a sample of patients with RA\(^26\). The other study cocalibrated the FACIT and the SF-36 vitality scale in a sample of patients with systemic sclerosis\(^27\). A study on a recently developed item bank for measuring fatigue in RA, on the other hand, showed that its items represented 3 psychometrically distinct dimensions labeled as severity, impact, and variability\(^28\).
In our study, we found that the evaluated fatigue instruments essentially assess a common underlying dimension of fatigue severity. This suggested that the most reliable fatigue scores would be obtained if a combined score was calculated for all items within a specific questionnaire. Nevertheless, it is important that the various aspects of fatigue severity that patients experience be represented in a way that ensures their content validity. This requires a balanced representation of the different aspects of fatigue that have been shown to be relevant to the target population in previous studies. The BRAF-MDQ was the only evaluated instrument to comprehensively assess aspects of fatigue relevant in RA. However, physical aspects and impairments in daily activities because of fatigue are weighted more heavily in the total score than emotional and cognitive aspects of fatigue.

The information functions obtained in the IRT analysis showed that patients with mild levels of fatigue experience symptoms that are best detected by the SF-36 vitality scale, whereas the BRAF-MDQ items are better suited for patients with more severe fatigue. Items related to problems in performing daily tasks as a result of fatigue discriminate best between patients with moderate levels of fatigue, and patients with severe levels of fatigue in particular experience more cognitive or emotional symptoms of fatigue. The large number of items reflecting severe fatigue in the BRAF-MDQ may result from the inclusion criteria applied in the qualitative study used to generate items, which required patients to have a fatigue score > 7 on a 10-cm VAS. The item content of the BRAF-MDQ may therefore not be relevant to all patients with RA. This was underscored by the high ceiling effects on the living, cognition, and emotion subscales of the BRAF-MDQ in the current sample, with the proportion of patients achieving the best possible score far exceeding the commonly used threshold of 15%. Therefore, the BRAF-MDQ might not be optimally suited to evaluate fatigue in patients with RA with milder levels of fatigue, especially in the setting of intervention studies where the aim is usually to measure improvement. The SF-36 vitality scale, on the other hand, covered the entire range of observed fatigue levels and did not have relevant floor or ceiling effects in the current sample. It should be noted, however, that typical patients with RA likely experience more severe fatigue than those in the current study, because all patients were in clinical remission for at least 6 months preceding our study. No substantial ceiling effects were observed for the BRAF-MDQ in a previous study. However, the patient population of that study was characterized by very high disease burden. Interestingly, in that study, the BRAF-MDQ was found to be more responsive than the SF-36 vitality scale, which might reflect the better measurement precision of the BRAF-MDQ at higher levels of fatigue.

Given that all evaluated instruments, except NRS coping, appear to measure the same underlying dimension of fatigue severity, clinicians and researchers intending to measure fatigue in patients with RA are recommended to consider the expected range of fatigue severity levels in their patient sample when selecting an instrument. Although a single-item NRS will be less burdensome to patients, our results show that it also has limited measurement precision, particularly for patients with low or high levels of fatigue. SF-36 vitality scale is generally more appropriate for patients with mild to moderate levels of fatigue. BRAF-MDQ is the only questionnaire to specifically address aspects of fatigue that are important to patients with RA and it should be preferred when fatigue levels are moderate to high. Finally, calibrated item banks, such as the one recently developed for RA, may help achieve high measurement precision for all patients irrespective of their underlying level of fatigue. From such an item bank, short forms or computerized adaptive tests can be developed. Both ensure that patients respond to questions that are more relevant to their level of fatigue and that fewer questions need to be answered by patients while retaining or surpassing the measurement precision of classical instruments.

Fatigue in RA, like pain and global health, is also frequently measured with single-item instruments such as an NRS. Single-item fatigue instruments often correlate highly with more elaborate measures of fatigue and are responsive to change. However, in previous research, they have been shown to be less reliable than multiitem tools. As a result of the smaller number of fatigue levels distinguished by the single-item instruments in our current study compared to multiitem scales (e.g., 20 for the SF-36 vitality scale), the information functions of the BRAF-NRS scales provide less information about a patient’s level of overall fatigue. In addition, all 3 NRS provided their optimal measurement precision near the middle of the fatigue continuum. Use of only the BRAF-NRS, therefore, is not recommended for patient samples with varying levels of fatigue or in longitudinal studies aimed at capturing changes in fatigue.

The low fatigue scores observed at baseline underscore the usefulness of the longitudinal IRT analysis used in our current study, because the skewed distribution of data over the response options might have otherwise hampered the stable estimation of some of the threshold variables. The longitudinal IRT model incorporates data from both timepoints in estimating the item characteristic functions that not only raise the sample size but, provided that overall levels of fatigue change over time, improve the distribution of the data over the response options. This model is therefore very useful to model longitudinal data with relatively small sample sizes for IRT applications and skewed score distributions.

Fatigue is an increasingly important outcome in various clinical settings in the field of RA. Our current study...
suggests that the BRAF-MDQ, BRAF-NRS, and SF-36 vitality items measure a common underlying trait of fatigue severity and that the BRAF-MDQ is best targeted at patients with more severe fatigue while the SF-36 vitality scale is generally more appropriate for patients with mild to moderate levels of fatigue. The BRAF-NRS demonstrated a limited coverage of the fatigue continuum and are not recommended if precise measurement is required.
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